ACCIDENT ON THE OHIO & MISSISSIPPI RAILROAD…10/5/1861
BATTLE AT BULL RUN-SUCCESSFUL ASSAULT BY THE NY FIRE ZOUAVES…7/6/1861
BEEF DEPOT MONUMENT…2/1/1862
BIVOUAC UNSERER FREIWILLIGEN IN DER NAEHE VON ALEXANDRIA (GERMAN ED.)
BRIGADER-GENERAL JULIUS STAHEL…11/9/1861
CAMP ALEXANDRIA…2/1/1862
CAMP DENNISON - GEN. COX COMMANDING THE CLEVELAND…6/15/1861
CAMPAIGN IN GEORGIA…11/29/1862
CENTERVILLE, VA-BATTLEFIELD OF BULL RUN…11/28/1865
CHICKAHOMINY RIVER VALLEY…7/19/1862
COCCORAN'S ART BUILDING…2/1/1862
COL GEORGE VON AMSBERG…11/9/1861
COL LE DEW VOM 34 NEW YORKER FREIWILLIGEN-REGLIMEN (IN DEN POTOMAC (GERMAN ED.)
COMMISSARIAT DEPOT OF THE US ARMY OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK…7/19/1862
DESTRUCTION OF ORANGE & ALEXANDRIA RAILROAD BRIDGE AT BULL RUN…9/27/1862
FALLS CHURCH, MASON'S HILL & SURROUNDING COUNTRY…10/26/1861
FALLS VILLAGE, VA, SHOWING TAYLOR'S TAVERN…10/26/1861
FORD'S THEATER, WASHINGTON, DC…5/20/1865
FORT ALBANY, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS…8/31/1861
FORT FUNYON, VA, GUARDING THE ROAD TO ALEXANDRIA, VA…8/31/1861
GATHERING OF FREMONT'S TROOPS ON THE PRAIRIE…11/9/1861
GEN. POPES ARMY RECRUISING THE RAPPAHANNOCK (O&A RR BRIDGE)…9/13/1862
GENERAL BURNSIDE'S ARMY MARCHING TOWARDS RICHARDS FORD…2/14/1863
GENERAL MEADE RECRUISING THE RAPPAHANNOCK…11/7/1863
GRAND CORRAL OR HORSE DEPOT IN WASHINGTON…2/1/1862
GREAT BATTLE AT BULL RUN-FEDERAL ARMY COMMANDED BY (MCDOWELL)…8/3/1861
GUARD HOUSE NEAR LANGLEY, VA WITH REBEL PRISONERS…2/1/1862
HAY & STRAW DEPARTMENT…2/1/1862
HOSPITAL SCENE AFTER THE BATTLE OF BRISTOW STATION…11/7/1863
MAJOR GENERAL JOHN POPE…9/13/1862
MANASSAS JUNCTION-EVACUATED REBEL FORTIFICATIONS…4/12/1862
MANASSAS JUNCTION-LOOKING TOWARDS BULL RUN & CENTREVILLE…4/12/1862
MEADES ARMY DISCOVERING UNBURIED UNION DEAD (BULL RUN)…11/14/1863
MICHIGAN REGIMENT & ELLSWORTH ZOUAVES WORKING…6/15/1861
MURDER OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN…5/20/1865
NATIONAL BATTERY COMMANDING THE CHAIN BRIDGE…11/9/1861
NAVAL BRIGADE CONSTRUCTING THE MARINE BATTERY (SHUTTER'S HILL)…8/10/1861
PONTONS…2/1/1862
RECONNOITERING ON THE SHORES OF THE POTOMAC AT NIGHT…7/6/1861
ROPE BRIDGE…2/1/1862
RUSH'S LANCERS GUARDING THE ROADS AFTER (ANTIETAM)…11/29/1862
SCENE IN A STATION-HOUSE CELL, WASHINGTON…10/5/1861
SECESSION MASKED BATTERY NEAR VIENNA GEN. SCHENK…6/29/1861
SECOND BATTLE OF BULL RUN…9/13/1862
SEINE FISHING ON THE POTOMAC…7/24/1869
THE FORLORN HOPE-VOLUNTEER STORMING PARTY (RAPPANNOCK)…12/6/1862
THE MARSHALL HOUSE…6/8/1861
THE POTOMAC FLOTILLA HOLDING THE RIVER OFF THE... (OCCOQUAN)...10/26/1861
TOWN HALL & MARKET HOUSE, ALEXANDRIA, VA…10/5/1861
UNIFORM OF THE SICKLES BRIGADE…9/27/1862
US MILITARY TELEGRAPH LINE AT THE JUNCTION OF (AL&H RAILROAD)...7/6/1861
VIEW FROM MT. PLEASANT, LINES OF ENTRENCHMENTS...6/15/1861

**BOX 108 FOLDER 2 - HARPER'S WEEKLY, 1860-1861**

ADVANCE OF FEDERAL TROOPS IN ALEXANDRIA...6/15/1861
ARLINGTON HOUSE...6/22/1861
ARMORY AT ALBANY, NY...6/1/1861
ARRIVAL OF REINFORCEMENTS FOR BEAUREGARD AT CAMP OF THE TIGER ZOUAVES (MANASSAS GAP RR)...9/28/1861
BATTERIES ON THE OHIO LEVEE AT CAIRO...6/29/1861
BATTERIES ON THE POTOMAC-BUDD'S FERRY...11/23/1861
BATTERIES ON THE POTOMAC-EVANSPORT...11/23/1861
BATTLE OF ROMNEY...7/6/1861
BEEF FOR THE ARMY CROSSING THE LONG BRIDGE AT WASHINGTON...11/16/1861
BOMBARDMENT OF FORTS WALKER & BEAUREGARD...11/30/1861
BRILLIANT CHARGE OF US CAVALRY THROUGH THE VILLAGE OF FAIRFAX COURT HOUSE...6/15/1861
BRINGING IN THE MISSES SCOTT AS PRISONERS TO FALLS CHURCH, VA...8/3/1861
CAMP ANDERSON...6/15/1861
CAMP SCOTT...6/15/1861
CAPT SALER'S ENCAMPMENT, WEST OF ST. LOUIS...6/15/1861
CARRYING MILITARY STORES TO CAMP...6/22/1861
CAVALRY TROOP RETURNING TO CAMP...6/22/1861
CHARGE BY NY STATE MILITIA UPON A REBEL BATTERY AT (BULL RUN)...8/10/1861
CITY OF WASHINGTON, DC...12/15/1860
CLEARING RANGE FOR THE ARTILLERY...6/22/1861
COL. M'CHESNY AT SANDY HOOK...6/22/1861
COLONEL DOUGHERTY...11/23/1861
COMPANY OF SECESSION CAVALRY SURRENDERING TO COL WILCOX (SLAVE PEN, ALEXANDRIA)...6/15/1861
DEATH OF THE REBEL GEN GARNETT AT THE BATTLE OF LAUREL HILL...8/3/1861
DIVINE SERVICE AT CAMP DENNISON, OHIO...6/22/1861
DRIVING BEEF TO CAMP...6/22/1861
DRUMMING OUT VOLUNTEER WHO REFUSED TO TAKE THE OATH...6/1/1861
ENCAMPMENT OF FIRST CONNECTICUT VOLUNTEERS AT ROACH'S SPRINGS, VA...7/6/1861
EXAMINING PASSES...6/22/1861
FORT ALBANY NEAR ALEXANDRIA...11/30/1861
FORT WAYNE...6/15/1861
FORTRESS MONROE & THE MOUTH OF THE CHESAPEAKE...8/10/1861
GENERAL HUNTER...11/23/1861
GRAND CAVALRY & ARTILLERY REVIEW AT WASHINGTON...10/26/1861
GRAND REVIEW OF GEN MCDOWELL'S CORPS D'ARMEE BY SEC'Y CAMERON...7/6/1861
HENRICO COUNTY JAIL, RICHMOND, VA...11/2/1861
INTERIOR OF FORT RUNYON NEAR ALEXANDRIA...11/30/1861
LANDING OF THE 7TH & 12TH REGIMENTS AT CAIRO...6/29/1861
MUNSON'S HILL WITH FORT ERECTED BY THE GARIBALDI REGIMENT...11/23/1861
MURDER OF COL ELLSWORTH AT MARSHALL HOUSE BY JAMES JACKSON...6/8/1861
NATIONAL CAPITOL AT WASHINGTON...12/15/1860
ON THE ROAD BETWEEN WASHINGTON & ALEXANDRIA...6/22/1861
OUR ARMY ON THE POTOMAC-CAMP OF THE 4TH NJ REGIMENT...6/29/1861
OUR ARMY ON THE POTOMAC-DRAGGING HEAVY GUNS TO THE WORKS...6/29/1861
OUR ARMY ON THE POTOMAC-EARTHWORKS ON ALEXANDRIA RD...6/29/1861
OUR ARMY ON THE POTOMAC-MOUNTING GUNS ON NEW EARTHWORKS...6/29/1861
PHOTOGRAPHIC SALOON IN CAMP NEAR BALL'S CROSS RDS, VA...11/23/1861
QUARTERS OF 69TH NY REGIMENT AT GEORGETOWN COLLEGE, DC...6/1/1861
REBEL STEAMBOATS OVERHAULED BY US MEN-OF-WAR IN THE GULF...6/15/1861
RETURNING FROM THE TRENCHES...6/22/1861
SLEEPING BUNKS AT THE PATENT OFFICE, WASHINGTON...6/1/1861
TENNESSEE RIFLEMEN ENTERING WINCHESTER TO JOIN VIRGINIA ARMY...7/6/1861
THE GREAT EXPEDITION...11/30/1861
THE LAGER BEER WAGONS...6/22/1861
THE REBEL STEAMER MERRIMAC...11/2/1861
THROWING UP EARTHWORKS...6/22/1861
TOWN OF SPRINGFIELD, MO...11/30/1861
US PICKETTS CHASING SHOOTING REBEL PROWLERS...6/15/1861
VIGILANCE COMMITTEE ROBBING SPECIAL ARTIST OF HIS SKETCHES...6/22/1861
WASHINGTON NAVY-YARD WITH SHAD FISHERS...4/20/1861
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CENTREVILLE, VA TO WHICH GEN POPE WITHDREW HIS ARMY...9/13/1862
CITY OF FREDRICKSBURG, VA...4/26/1862
CITY OF NORFOLK, VIRGINIA...4/19/1862
EMBARKATION OF PART OF GEN BURNSIDES' EXPEDITION AT ANNAPOLIS ON BOARD (HUSSAR)...1/25/1862
EXECUTION OF PRIVATE LANAHAN...1/25/1862
GEN SIGEL'S CORPS AT THE SECOND BATTLE OF BULL RUN...9/20/1862
IN AND ABOUT PORT ROYAL, SC...1/11/1862
INTERSECTION OF THE O & A RR WITH THE MANASSAS GAP RR...3/29/1862
MANASSAS JUNCTION, INTERSECTION OF THE MANASSAS GAP AND O & A RR...9/13/1862
REBEL WINTER-QUARTERS AT CENTREVILLE, VA...3/29/1862
SHIPPING ARTILLERY AT ALEXANDRIA, VA...4/19/1862
THE DEFENSES OF WASHINGTON, FT ELLSWORTH, SOUTH OF ALEXANDRIA...1/11/1862
THE DEFENSES OF WASHINGTON, FT LYONE ON THE HEIGHTS OF HUNTING CREEK...1/11/1862
THE REBEL BATTERIES ON THE POTOMAC...3/22/1862
TRANSports EMBARKING TROOPS AT ALEXANDRIA, VA...4/1862
WHY THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC DOESN'T MOVE...2/22/1862

BOX 108 FOLDER 4 - HARPER'S WEEKLY, 1863-1882

ARMY BEEF SWIMMING THE OCCOQUAN RIVER...7/4/1863
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC-BRIDGE OVER BULL RUN...12/12/1863
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC-CAPTURE OF THE REBEL WORKS (RAPPAHANNOCK)...11/28/1863
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC-CHARGE OF GEN. WARD'S TROOPS THROUGH KELLY'S...12/5/1863
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC-CROSSING THE RIVER NY, VA...6/11/1864
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC-FIGHT AT KELLY'S FORD...12/5/1863
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC-GREAT DEPOT OF SUPPLIES ON THE RAILROAD...12/12/1863
BATTERIES ON GEN. WARREN'S LEFT, NEAR SPOTTSYLVANIA...6/11/1864
BATTLE AT MILLIKEN'S BEND...7/4/1863
CONSECURATION OF THE BULL RUN MONUMENTS...7/1/1865
DISABLED HORSES TURNED IN FOR MEDICAL TREATMENT...7/15/1865
DUMFRIES, VA...8/29/1863
GENERAL HAUPT'S BRIDGE OVER POTOMAC CREEK, VA DESTROYED...8/29/1863
HOW THE REBELS DESTROYED RAILROADS-TWISTING THE RAILS...10/24/1863
INSPECTION OF NEW HORSES...7/15/1865
MONUMENT ERECTED ON THE FIELD (FIRST BULL RUN)...7/1/1865
MOUNT VERNON...2/28/1874
PORTER'S GUN BOATS PASSING THE DAM IN THE RED RIVER...6/18/1864
REBEL CRUELTY-OUR STARVED SOLDIERS...6/18/1864
SHOOTING AND REMOVING CONDEMNED HORSES...7/15/1865
SPOTTSYLVANIA COURT HOUSE, VA...6/11/1864
THE LAFAYETTE STATUE, UNION SQUARE, NY...9/23/1876
THE RESULT OF WAR-VA IN 1863...7/18/1863
THE SECOND INAUGURATION OF PRESIDENT GRANT...3/22/1873
US CAVALRY DEPOT AT GIESBORO...7/15/1865
VIEW OF RICHMOND, VA FROM THE LIBEY PRISON...10/24/1863
VIEW OF WASHINGTON FROM THE CAVALRY DEPOT AT GIESBORO...7/15/1865
WASHINGTON RELICS PURCHASED BY...US GOVT FROM...LEWIS FAMILY...2/28/1880
WASHINGTON RELICS…9/23/1876
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A SHOWER ON PENNSYLVANIA AVE., WASHINGTON, DC…10/4/1890
GENERAL WASHINGTON AT THE CLOSE OF THE WAR…5/4/1889
MILITARY UNIFORMS…5/4/1889
THE MORNING OF INAUGURATION DAY, 1789…5/4/1889
WASHINGTON ARCH AT 5TH AVE. AND WASHINGTON SQUARE…5/4/1889
WASHINGTON CENTENNIAL…nd
WASHINGTON LEAVING NEW YORK…12/1/1883
WASHINGTON TAKING LEAVE OF HIS OFFICERS…12/1/1883

BOX 108A FOLDER 6 - ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS

BATTLE OF FREDERICKSBURG…1/31/1863
CHAIN BRIDGE ACROSS THE POTOMAC ABOVE GEORGETOWN…10/12/1861
CONFEDERATE WORKS ON MUNSON'S HILL…10/26/1861
CONFEDERATES TRAPPING A BOAT'S CREW OF THE POTOMAC FLEET…9/21/1861
EMBARKATION OF THE ARMED OF THE POTOMAC AT ALEXANDRIA, VA…5/3/1862
EXECUTION OF A DESERTER IN THE FEDERAL CAMP, ALEXANDRIA…1/11/1862
FEDERALS ADVANCING ON ABANDONED CONFEDERATE (CENTREVILLE)...4/12/1862
FRANKLIN'S BRIGADE PASSING ARLINGTON MILL ON THE WAY (MUNSON'S HILL). 10/26/1861
GARIBALDI GUARD ON THE EAST BRANCH OF THE POTOMAC…7/20/1861
GENERAL MACCLELLAN OCCUPYING MUNSON'S HILL…10/26/1861
LONG BRIDGE OVER THE POTOMAC…7/20/1861
NEW YEAR'S RECEPTION AT THE WHITE HOUSE-LINCOLN…2/1/1862
SENTRIES OF THE FEDERAL ARMY ARE KILLED BY SECESSIONIST…7/13/1861
UNIONIST SCOUTING PARTY IN THE VIRGINIAN WOODS…7/13/1861
VIADUCT OF THE LIME BRANCH OF THE LANCASTER & CARLISLE RWY…9/21/1861

BOX 108A FOLDER 7 - NEW YORK ILLUSTRATED NEWS

ALEXANDRIA, VA TAKEN BY COL. ELLSWORTH'S ZOUAVES ON MAY 24, 1861…6/8/1861
GRAND REVIEW OF THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC (MCCLELLAN)...12/9/1861
HEAD OF LONG BRIDGE, VIRGINIA SIDE…12/9/1861
LANDING OF COL. ELLSWORTH'S ZOUAVES…6/8/1861
NY ZOUAVES BUILDING ENTRENCHMENTS AT SHUTTER'S HILL…6/22/1861
ROAD TO EVANSPORT/ROUGH EARTHWORKS...12/9/1861
THE POTOMAC BLOCKADE IN QUANTICO CREEK…12/9/1861
VIEW OF WASHINGTON ARSENAL WITH THE INSANE ASYLUM…12/9/1861

BOX 108A FOLDER 8 - PICTORIAL BATTLES OF THE CIVIL WAR

ALEXANDRIA, VA TAKEN BY SHERMAN'S BATTERY ON MAY 24, 1861
ARLINGTON HOUSE
ARLINGTON MILLS NEAR MUNSON'S HILL
ATTACK ON ACQUA CREEK BATTERY BY US STEAMERS, PAWNEE, ANACOSTA & FREEBORN
BATTLE OF BIG BETHEL, JUNE 10, 1861
BATTLE OF CHICKAMAUGA…publ. 1898
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG…publ. 1898
CAPTAIN WALLACE'S BATTERY NEAR ROMNEY, WV
ELLSWORTH ZOUAVES & THE BLACK HORSE CAVALRY
ELLSWORTH ZOUAVES AT ALEXANDRIA
FORT HENRY-GEN. TILGHMAN DELIVERING HIS SWORD TO COM. FOOTE
FORT PULASKI AT THE MOUTH OF THE SAVANNAH RIVER
GOVERNMENT FERRY FROM WASHINGTON TO ALEXANDRIA
GUN PRACTICE IN EARTHWORKS NEAR ALEXANDRIA
HANGING ROCK GAP, NEAR ROMNEY
OCCUPATION OF ANNANDALE, VA BY UNION TROOPS
POSITION OF THE UNION ARMY ON SHORES OF THE POTOMAC, WASHINGTON
RALLY FOR THE OLD FLAG
ROAD FROM ALEXANDRIA TO WASHINGTON
SCENE NEAR ENTRENCHMENTS OPPOSITE GEORGETOWN
SECRETARY OF WAR, MR. STANTON, RECEIVING OFFICERS AT THE WAR DEPT
UNION SEIGE WORKS ON BOGUE ISLAND
US SOLDIER LEAVING GOVERNOR'S ISLAND, NY TO GO SOUTH

BOX 108A FOLDER 9 - PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR OF 1861

BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF THE...FORTIFICATIONS...NORTH OF MANASSAS JUNCTION
BODY OF CAPTAIN JH WARD OF THE STEAMER FREEBORN KILLED...MATHIAS PT, VA
ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN GUNBOATS, FREEBORN & RELIANCE AT MATHIAS PT, VA
EVACUATED REBEL POSITION NEAR CENTREVILL
FALL'S CHURCH, MASON'S HILL & SURROUNDING COUNTRY...FROM MUNSON'S HILL
FALL'S VILLAGE, VA OCCUPIED BY NATIONAL FORCES UNDER GENERAL SONETH
HUNTER GUN MOUNTED AT FORT CORCORAN, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, VA
MAJOR GENERAL JOHN C. FREMONT
MANASSAS JUNCTION EVACUATED REBEL CAMPS & RUINS OF THE RAILROAD DEPOT
RECONNOITERING THE SHORES OF THE POTOMAC AT NIGHT BY MEANS OF PROFESSOR GRANT'S CALCIUM LIGHT
US GENERAL HOSPITAL, AT GEORGETOWN, DC (FORMERLY THE UNION HOTEL)
VIRGINIAN WAR STEAMER EMPIRE OFF FORTRESS MONROE

BOX 108A FOLDER 10 - PICTORIAL WAR RECORD

ABRAHAM LINCOLN HOISTING A FLAG
ALEXANDRIA, VA TAKEN BY SHERMAN'S BATTERY ON MAY 24, 1861
BRIGADIER GENERAL NATHANIEL LYON
CAMP DENNISON, OHIO
CITADEL, CHARLESTON, SC
COLUMBIA, SC
GENERAL'S & CORPS COMMANDERS PAYING RESPECT TO MAJOR GEN BURNSIDE AT ARMY OF THE POTOMAC (HQ) WARRENTON, VA
HANGING OF REV. MR. WHITE NEAR ST. CHARLES, MO BY THE RUFFIANS
LANDING OF ELLSWORTH'S ZOUAVES AT ALEXANDRIA, VA
MAJOR GENERAL JOHN CHARLES FREMONT
MIDNIGHT ALARM AT CHARLESTON, SC
MILITARY ASYLUM, WASHINGTON, DC
MILITARY OF CHARLESTON, SC
NEW RIFLE CANNON AT THE NAVY YARD, WASHINGTON, DC
NY ZOUAVES BUILDING ENTRENCHMENTS AT SHUTTER'S HILL NEAR ALEXANDRIA
SOLDIERS GRAVEYARD AT BOLIVAR HEIGHTS, HARPER'S FERRY
UNION BATTERY AT CHAIN BRIDGE
UNION SOLDIERS CROSSING BULL RUN
US FRIGATE ST LAWRENCE SINKING...CONFEDERATE PRIVATEER PETRAL...CHARLESTON HARBOR, AUG. 4, 1861
VIEW OF THE SHENANDOAH FROM CAMP HILL NEAR HARPER'S FERRY
VILLEROI'S SUBMARINE PROPELLER SEIZED AT PHILADELPHIA
WOMEN & CHILDREN LEAVING FALMOUTH, VA IN FEAR OF DESTRUCTION OF THE TOWN

BOX 108A FOLDER 11 - MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS - SEE CONTENTS

ALEXANDRIA LIBRARY
BLENKER'S BRIGADE COVERING THE RETREAT NEAR CENTREVILLE...7/1861
BULL RUN NEAR UNION MILLS CROSSED BY O & A RR...6/1861
BURNING A CONFEDERATE SCHOONER IN QUANTICO CREEK
CATHOLIC CHURCH, ALEXANDRIA, VA
CHRIST CHURCH, ALEXANDRIA, VA
CIVIL WAR PRINTS
CONFEDERATE BATTERIES AT EVANSPORT...10/1861
ENGAGEMENT AT BEALINGTON, VA
FORT ALBANY, NEAR ALEXANDRIA...10/1861
FORT CORCORAN, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS...10/1861
GEN ROBERT SCHENCK WITH 1ST REGIMENT OF OHIO VOLUNTEERS FIRED INTO BY MASKED BATTERY (VIENNA, VA)
HEADQUARTERS OF GEN RUNYON'S NJ BRIGADE
MUNSON'S HILL...10/1861
NAVAL BRIGADE UNDER LT PERKINS, CONSTRUCTION THE MARINE BATTERY ON SHUTTER'S HILL
NEW MILITARY ROAD IN VIRGINIA NEAR THE CHAIN BRIDGE
PRE-CIVIL WAR ERA PRINTS-ALEXANDRIA TOPICS
RAILROAD DEPOT, WASHINGTON, DC
STATION-HOUSE CELL, WASHINGTON, DC
THE ADRIATIC OF PHILADELPHIA, CRANEY ISLAND
THE BATTLEFIELD OF BULL RUN...7/1861
THE BURIAL OF INDIANA VOLUNTEERS WHO FELL IN THE BATTLE OF RICH MT.
WASHINGTON TAKING FAREWELL OF THE AMERICAN ARMY

BOX 108A FOLDER 12 - NO PUBLICATION SOURCE IDENTIFIED

BATTLE OF PITTSBURG LANDING-RECAPTURE OF ARTILLERY UNDER GENERAL ROUSSEAU
CONFEDERATE POSITION NEAR CENTREVILLE, VA
CONTRABANDS COMING INTO THE FEDERAL CAMP
EMCAMPMENT OF COL MAX WEBER'S GERMAN TURNER RIFLE REGIMENT AT HAMPTON CREEK-OFFICERS' QTRS (EX-PRES TYLER)
FEDERAL SIGNAL STATION ON LOUDON HEIGHTS, HARPER'S FERRY
FORGING IRON GUN-CARRIAGES
FORT ALBANY NEAR ALEXANDRIA, VA
FORT ELLSWORTH
INTERIOR OF FORT RUNYON NEAR ALEXANDRIA, VA
LT PERKINS NAVAL BRIGADE CONSTRUCTING THE MAIN BATTERY ON SHUTTER'S HILL
MOVEMENT OF TROOPS FROM COLLINS LINE DOCK, CANAL ST, NY
SEARCHING VA FARMER'S WAGONS AT THE GATE OF FORT RUNYON
THE BOMBARDMENT OF FORTS WALKER & BEAUREGARD
THE CAMPAIGN IN KENTUCKY-FEDERAL TROOPS UNDER GEN JOHNSTON
THE RETURN OF A FEDERAL FORAGING PARTY INTO CAMP NEAR ANNANDALE CHAPEL, VA
THE SIXTH CORPS EMBARKING AT CITY POINT
THE WAR ON THE RED RIVER-ADMIRAL PORTER'S FLEET PASSING THROUGH COL BAILEY'S DAM
THOROUGHFARE GAP, VA HELD BY GEN GEARY
UNION OFFICERS EXAMINING PAPERS AT LITTLE MILL TURNPIKE NEAR ALEXANDRIA
US ARSENAL AT CHARLESTON, SC
US CAVALRY SCOUTING NEAR FAIRFAX COURTHOUSE